Figure S1. Classifications of CNPs Used in Analyses Figure S2. Copy Number Fitting Using Single Channel Intensity Data
In the top panel, the mean signal for a region for both the test and the reference samples are plotted. The reference sample has a similar mean signal for probes in this region across all hybridizations. This mean signal is used to estimate the copy number of the reference sample for this region; in this case, the reference sample has a copy number of one. Samples with the same mean signal as the reference also have one copy, samples with little to no mean signal have zero copies, and samples with double the signal of the reference have two copies. In the bottom panel, a histogram of samples based on log 2 ratio is shown. The three copy number genotypes form clear, discrete classes.
Figure S3. Distribution of Signal Intensities
The signal level associated with diploid regions was estimated by inspecting the signal distributions across all probes and all probes outside of known CNV regions. The distribution of signal intensities for all autosomal probes is highlighted in blue in the sample channel (top) and reference channel (bottom). The sample channel intensity (red-top) and reference channel intensity (green-bottom) distributions represent the probes remaining after filtering out all probes within CNVRs or within segmentally duplicated genomic regions. The histograms for filtered probes are multiplied by 4 for visual comparison. The average of the median values of the sample and reference channel is approximately 1000 counts giving a single copy value of 500 counts.
Figure S4. Microarray Copy Number Estimates Are Highly Concordant with Copy Number Estimates from Sequencing
A) Fraction of copy number estimates concordant between array-based and sequencing-based methods across 841 loci for which discrete copy numbers were estimated from array data. 709/841 (84%) of regions demonstrate >90% concordance. A small fraction of sites (51/841, 6%) display extremely low concordance; 88% of these regions overlap segmental duplications. B) Many of the highly discordant regions differ by an exact integer number between array-and sequencing-based copy numbers, allowing us to "correct" these copy number estimates for the true underlying baseline copy.
Figure S5. Distribution of Correlation Coefficients between Microarray Copy Number Estimates and Sequencing Copy Number Estimates
A histogram of correlation coefficients between estimated copy numbers and sequencing copy number estimates for regions with rCV <1.4 and regions with rCV >=1.4. Copy number estimations based on single channel intensity for genomic regions in which discrete copy number could not be assigned are highly correlated with copy number predictions made from sequencing data for array regions that have an rCV >=1.4.
Figure S6. V ST Correlated to F ST
To verify that V ST would be a good measure of population differentiation, we compared the maximum V ST value to the maximum F ST value for bi-allelic autosomal CNPs.
Figure S7. Reproducibility of Population Differentiation for Known Loci with Frequency Differences between Populations
A) CCL3L1, which is reported to have fewer copies in European individuals (Gonzales et al., 2005) . Histograms of log 2 ratios for the unrelated individuals in each population are plotted. B) The deletion allele frequency for UGT2B17 is plotted for each population. The deleted allele of this CNP has been shown to be present at a higher frequency in Asian populations (McCarroll et al., 2006) . The error bars represent standard deviations.
Figure S8. Variance of log 2 ratios Is not Correlated to the Median Copy Number of a CNP
We compared the distribution of total variance in log 2 ratios across all unrelated samples to the median copy number of all unrelated samples. We observe no correlation for CNPs in unique regions (r 2 = 0.058) or CNPs in segmental duplications (r 2 = 0.029).
Figure S9: STRUCTURE Analysis
We performed an analysis using STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000) to distinguish populations using (A) 940 bi-allelic CNPs or (B) random, autosomal SNPs that were allele frequency matched to our bi-allelic CNPs. Plots of the population membership for 336 unrelated individuals at different numbers of assumed populations (K) are shown. These 336 individuals were analyzed because there was both CNP and SNP data available. After testing multiple parameters and run lengths, we settled on the default STRUCTURE parameters with the following modifications. We used 50,000 burn-in repetitions, 50,000 MCMC repetitions after the burn-in, and we use the population information as a prior. Using these settings, we ran the program for different numbers of population clusters (K) from 1 to 6, with five iterations per value of K. The most likely value of K for our data is 4. We combined the data for all five iterations at each value of K using the program, CLUMPP, which returns the mostly likely membership of each individual in each population cluster given multiple iterations (Jakobsson et al., 2007) . We used Distruct (Rosenberg, 2004) to generate the images.
Figure S10. Worldwide Distributions of Two Novel Insertions
Pie charts of the allele frequency of the deletion (white) and insertion (black) alleles are plotted in the approximate location of each HGDP population. A) An insertion on chromosome 20 (novel-locus_280). B) An insertion in the first intron of LCT (novel-locus_687). chr3  13899362  14298853  chr3  32436354  32550000  chr3  55870149  56059460  chr3  125522206 125900000  chr4  2302567  2389651  chr4  38689025  39000512  chr5  39000512  79300000  chr5  131832406 132100000  chr5  146519693 146835222  chr6  3149820  3495198  chr6  39400000  39600000  chr6  42207525  42400000  chr7  28850000  29167069  chr7  70250000  70693285  chr7  137743285 137893285  chr8  27090341  27350000  chr8  37844489  38152357  chr8  101300000 101882000  chr9  37504916  37650000  chr9  121500978 125360267  chr10  13917075  14279792  chr10  30305099  30640237  chr10  99531094  99614661  chr11  11353927  11650000  chr11  115400000 115566825  chr12  111421663 111640806  chr12  128341073 128512417  chr13  28644654  29000000  chr14  22450000  22931651 chr14  73676171  73900000  chr15  38035103  38352997  chr15  38782403  39000000  chr16  66543817  67130253  chr16  80500000  80550000  chr17  24389874  24948320  chr17  73350000  73628135  chr18  13243662  13550000  chr18  42223274  42629843  chr19  9174321  9576249  chr19  35319187  35635517  chr20  33164714  33400332  chr20  44883862  45195752  chr21  32848897  33000000  chr22  29282126  29605446  chr22 44316588 44458127 
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